Key areas where the BRAIN Initiative should begin to phase out the use of animal-based research and redirect funds towards non-animal methods.

Nerve Regeneration Research
Many neuroprotective agents have been developed that are successful in treating spinal cord injury (SCI) in animal models, but clinical trials have been disappointing. Neurologist Aysha Akhtar has described three major reasons for this failure: “differences in injury type between laboratory-induced SCI and clinical SCI, difficulties in interpreting functional outcome in animals, and inter-species and interstrain differences in pathophysiology of SCI.”

In their systematic review of the use of animal models to study nerve regeneration in tissue-engineered scaffolds, Angius and colleagues noted, “The large majority of biomaterials used in animal models have not progressed for approval to be tested in clinical trials in spite of the almost uniform benefit described in the experimental papers.” The authors lamented the low quality of described animal experiments, in that necessary detail and rationale had been omitted, making it difficult to compare data.

For example, methylprednisolone, a routinely used treatment for acute SCI, has generated inconsistent results in animal models. A systematic review examining 62 studies of the drug on a wide variety of species, from rodents to monkeys, found that 34% of the studies reported beneficial results, 58% no effect, and 8% mixed findings. The results were inconsistent both among and within species, even within strains. Furthermore, the variability in results remained even when many of the study design and procedure variables were controlled. The authors pointed out numerous intrinsic differences between, and limitations of, each species/model and suggested that as a result of these immutable inter- and intra-species differences, no human-relevant animal model can be developed. They concluded that the “research emphasis should be on the development and use of validated human-based methods.”

Among species, rats are particularly unsuitable for nerve repair or regeneration research. Experts have pointed out three major problems with rat models in this field:

(1) The majority of nerve regeneration data is now being generated in the rat, which is likely to skew treatment outcomes and lead to inappropriate evaluation of risks and benefits. (2) The rat is
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a particularly poor model for the repair of human critical gap defects due to both its small size and its species-specific neurobiological regenerative profile. (3) Translation from rat to human has proven unreliable for nerve regeneration, as for many other applications.\textsuperscript{4}

More specifically, the inconsistencies between animal models and the clinical situation include the following:

(1) healthy animals versus sick patients; (2) short versus long gap lengths (the clinical need for large gap repairs, while 90\% of \textit{in vivo} studies are in rats and rabbits where gap lengths are usually ≤3 cm); (3) animal models that almost always employ \textit{mixed sensory-motor} autografts for repairing mixed defects, versus clinical repairs that almost always involve \textit{sensory} autografts (usually sural nerve) for repairing mixed defects; (4) protected anatomical sites in animal models, versus repairs that must often cross articulating joints in humans; and (5) inbred, highly homogeneous animal strains and ages, versus diverse patient populations and ages: It is well recognized that animal models fail to mimic the human condition in terms of the \textit{uniformity} of animal subjects used.

University of Florida biomedical engineers Mobini and colleagues add, “We are incapable of truly mimicking human neural injuries in animal models because of the extensive anatomical, functional, molecular, immunological, and pathological differences between humans and frequently studied animals.”\textsuperscript{5}

**Human-relevant methods such as human stem cells and clinical research can bypass these limitations and should be the focus of BRAIN Initiative funding.**

Shrirao and colleagues at Rutgers University recommend microfluidic devices, which are “adaptable for modeling a wide range of injuries” and provide advantages over traditional \textit{in vivo} and \textit{in vitro} experiments by “allowing researchers to (1) examine the effect of injury on specific neural components, (2) fluidically isolate neuronal regions to examine specific effects on subcellular components, and (3) reproducibly create a variety of injuries to model TBI and SCI.”\textsuperscript{6} For example, MIMETAS scientists collaborating with scientists from Leiden University and Utrecht University developed a three-dimensional motor neuron model using iPSC-derived motor neurons that allows for directed neurite growth and separation of axons from soma and dendrites to advance the study of motor neuron disease and nerve regeneration mechanisms.\textsuperscript{7} Researchers at the University of Texas Health Science have developed cerebral organoids that can be used to study human-specific pathological changes induced by TBI. Their model is being used to simulate the controlled cortical impact procedures commonly used to create traumatic brain injuries in rodents and other animals.\textsuperscript{8}


\textsuperscript{5} Mobini S, Song YH, McCrary MW, Schmidt CE. Advances in ex vivo models and lab-on-a-chip devices for neural tissue engineering. \textit{Biomaterials}. 2019;198:146-166.


Neurodegenerative Disease Research

There is ample literature documenting the limitations of animal models of neurodegenerative diseases, including Alzheimer’s (AD), Parkinson’s (PD), Huntington’s (HD), and amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS). To date, no animal model has been able to recapitulate all aspects of these complex, human-specific diseases. In a bioinformatic analysis comparing transcriptional signatures of human AD, PD, HD, and ALS with mouse models of these diseases, Stanford scientists made the following findings:

Most available mouse models of neurodegenerative disease fail to recapitulate the salient transcriptional alterations of human neurodegeneration and … even the best available models show significant and reproducible differences compared to human neurodegeneration. Although the reasons for the poor transcriptional performance of mouse models varied, the unifying theme was the failure of mouse models to exhibit the variety and severity of diverse defects observed in human neurodegeneration.9

Scientist and policymakers are realizing that neurodegenerative research strategies should be more human-relevant, and that funding should be allocated away from animal studies and toward more promising techniques involving patient-derived induced pluripotent stem cell models, “omic” technology (genomics, proteomics, etc.), in silico models, neuroimaging, and epidemiological studies.10

These tools are already being used to advance our understanding of neurodegenerative disease. For example, proteomic analysis of post-mortem brain tissue from patients with AD, PD, and varying forms of dementia have allowed researchers to identify a molecular fingerprint for dementia11 as well as to study the role of myelin- and oligodendrocyte-related protein expression changes in different hippocampal subfields in myelin loss and subsequent cognitive decline in AD.12 Researchers at USC, UCLA, and UCI recently used 2-[18F]fluoro-3(2(S) azetidinylmethoxy) pyridine (2FA) PET imaging to compare nicotinic cholinergic receptor binding in brains regions of patients with AD, individuals with mild cognitive impairment, and healthy age-matched controls and how binding differences related to cognitive abilities in these groups.13

Human-based, in vitro tools are also significantly advancing understanding of neurodegenerative diseases. For example, researchers at Dongguk University and the University of Pennsylvania have created 3-dimensional midbrain organoids of LRRK2-associated PD that exhibit increased

α-synuclein, a pathological signature of LRRK2 patients absent in animal models. Researchers at the University of Sheffield and the University of Luxembourg are using a humanoid organoid model of PD to study the effect of PINK1 deficiency, a genetic condition associated with early onset PD, on dopaminergic differentiation in the midbrain. A team of researchers at the University of Central Florida have developed a human neuromuscular junction-on-a-chip, the first of its kind, which can be used for toxicity testing of drugs designed to treat neuromuscular diseases, such as ALS and spinal muscular atrophy.

Modern, human-relevant research tools are also being used conjunctively to study the interacting roles of RNA-binding protein TDP-43 and single nucleotide polymorphisms in the UNC13A gene in neurodegenerative disease. Recently, researchers at the National Institute of Neurological Disease and Stroke (NINDS) and the University College London Queen Square Motor Neuron Disease Centre studied cells derived from patients with ALS and frontotemporal dementia (FTD) and identified a cryptic exon in the risk gene UNC13A following TDP-43 binding protein depletion. Similar findings were reported by researchers at Stanford University, who found that TDP-43 represses cryptic exon splicing in UNC13A but TDP-43 reduction led to the inclusion of a cryptic exon in UNC13A. As these authors point out, “This cryptic exon inclusion event—similar to that of STMN2—is not conserved in mouse, so will require studies in human neuron models to test whether blocking UNC13A cryptic splicing is sufficient to rescue phenotypes associated with loss of TDP-43 function.” These critical findings combined the use of genome wide association studies (GWAS), RNA sequencing, CRISPR inhibition, post-mortem tissue analysis, and iPSC technology to reveal a crucial molecular pathway and potential treatment target associated with both ALS and FTD.

Neuropsychiatric and Neurodivergent Research

Animal models of neuropsychiatric disorders and neurodivergence lack critical aspects of model validity, including the following: (1) construct validity, meaning that the mechanistic underpinnings creating the observed symptoms in animals are different from those that lead to the disorder in humans; (2) face validity, meaning that animals lack the ability to “recapitulate important anatomical, biochemical, neuropathological, or behavioral features of a human disease”, and (3) predictive validity, meaning that results from experiments on animals don’t reliably translate into similar results in humans. No single animal model is able to replicate all aspects of a particular condition, and features of human behavior representing hallmarks of these disorders cannot be produced or properly assessed in animals.

Human depressive disorders, for example, are characterized, in part, by a generalized feeling of sadness, hopelessness, and despair. In an effort to measure “despair” in rodents, the most commonly used behavioral test is the forced swim test, in which a rat or mouse is placed in a container of water with no way to escape and no place to rest out of the water. Naturally, the animal will spend some time swimming and trying to find a way out of the stressful situation but will eventually become immobile and float. The time spent swimming may be extended by giving the animal some forms of human antidepressant drugs, a finding that led some scientists to assert that less time spent immobile was a sign that animals were less “depressed” and that more time spent immobile meant they were more “depressed,” as if they had “given up” and were in despair.

However, as has now been widely discussed in the scientific literature, immobility in the forced swim test may simply be an animal’s adaptation to their situation and should not be used to determine their mood.\(^{20}\) Individual animals who are quicker to float save their energy and are less likely to sink, meaning that those who pick up on this sooner and spend less time struggling may simply be learning this adaptive behavior more readily. Time spent swimming versus floating is also influenced by an animal’s strain as well as experimental variances, such as water depth and temperature.\(^{21,22,23}\)

In August 2021, a PETA neuroscientist and her psychologist collaborator published a paper that discredited the use of the forced swim test as a screen for antidepressant drugs. In the study, they examined the use of this test by the world’s top 15 pharmaceutical companies and found that for 109 compounds used in forced swim test experiments, most of which purportedly showed “antidepressant-like effects” in the test, none are currently approved for market.\(^{24}\)

In a series of citation analyses, researchers have demonstrated that human medical papers in the field of major depressive disorder rarely cite results from experiments on rats or monkeys, two of the most common species used in this field, and more frequently relied on the results of research using human cells and human biological data.\(^{25,26,27}\) A similar failure of animal studies to contribute to clinical knowledge has been noted with bipolar depression research,\(^{28}\) and animal studies have been cited as the primary source of attrition (failure of drugs) in neurobehavioral
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26 Carvalho C, Peste F, Marques TA, Knight A, Vicente LM. The contribution of rat studies to current knowledge of major depressive disorder: Results from citation analysis. *Front Psychiatr*. 2020;11:1486.
Clinical trials. Nevertheless, thousands of published papers ignore these warnings and use the forced swim test to draw erroneous conclusions about an animal’s mood or the potential effects of compounds on human depressive disorders.

In addition to having poor validity, experiments on animals for neuropsychiatric conditions are of poor quality. In a survey of 121 animal studies claiming to investigate attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD), only five were found to be in any way relevant to the hypotheses of the human medical papers in which they were cited. The authors of the survey concluded that “animal research has contributed very little to contemporary understanding of ADHD.”

Significant differences in physiology between humans and other animals likely account for a large percentage of failed translation. For example, the gene encoding tyrosine hydroxylase, the enzyme involved in the formation of dopamine, was found to be regulated in an entirely different manner in humans than it is in mice. Misregulation of tyrosine hydroxylase has been implicated in several psychiatric illnesses, such as bipolar disorder and schizophrenia. In a 2019 study published in *Nature*, 64 researchers analyzed the brains of mice and humans and found substantial species differences in types of brain cells and the ways they produce proteins critical to neuropsychiatric function. The authors noted numerous “failures in the use of [the] mouse for preclinical studies” because of “so many [species] differences in the cellular patterning of genes.”

In addition to the lack of applicability of animal neuropsychiatric models to the human condition, animals used in these experiments suffer immensely. To induce “depression,” experimenters subject them to uncontrollable pain through electric shocks or chronic stressors such as restraining them for extended periods of time, starving them or denying them water, tilting their cages, forcing them to live in wet bedding, shaking them, or disrupting their circadian rhythms. Animals are often made to live in complete isolation from other members of their species, bullied and physically assaulted by other animals, deprived of parental care, and subjected to genetic or surgical manipulations in an effort to induce a depressed or altered mental state. To quote Dutch animal behaviorists van der Staay, Arndt, and Nordquist, “If evidence accumulates that the intended goal/purpose cannot be reached, then one should consider abandoning further development of the model.” This group also points out that in all cases, “benefits must outweigh the ethical costs of the animals. These costs include pain and suffering, distress and death.”
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Funds should be allocated to more relevant, human-based experimental models, such as computational modeling using already well-defined biomarkers and the use of patient-specific stem cells for personalized medicine, which “affords the ability to generate neuronal cell-based models that recapitulate key aspects of human disease” and can be used in drug discovery. Complex diseases like schizophrenia are ideal disorders “to model through stem cell approaches due to … heterogeneous, complex genetics that are hard to recapitulate in animal models.”

Recent developments in the field of human neuropsychiatric research include the following:

- A research group at Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Medicine used stem cell–derived “mini-brains” to study the effects of an antidepressant drug on neurons in the developing human brain.
- University of California–San Diego scientists created organoids using reprogrammed cells from patients with a specific genetic mutation strongly linked to autism to study early brain development. The authors noted that mouse models of this genetic mutation have phenotypes that are the opposite of what is observed in humans and that a “patient-derived model will be more ideal and more beneficial than looking at the mouse.”
- At Brown University, neuroscientists and engineers conducted the first-ever study of electrical activity in the brains of people with obsessive-compulsive disorder over an extended period of time while the participants were in their homes, going about daily living. Along with behavioral biomarkers, the team used machine learning to examine correlations between real-life behavioral measures and brain signals. This research can be used to help guide adaptive deep brain stimulation treatments for this population.
- Scientists in Tokyo used a combination of brain imaging and machine learning to create a diagnostic algorithm for autism, schizophrenia, and psychosis based on brain scans.
- A team of Indian and Canadian researchers used artificial intelligence and functional magnetic resonance imaging data to develop a diagnostic tool that can predict schizotypy in first-degree relatives of patients with schizophrenia with 87% accuracy.
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Owing to the psychological distress inherent in animals provoked to display neuropsychiatric disease tendencies and the inapplicability of the results to humans, we recommend that the use of animals in such studies be ended.

**Stroke Research**

According to researchers at the Institute for Stroke and Dementia Research in Munich, “More than 1000 neuroprotective compounds have been tested in rodent models with the aim to improve stroke outcome. … Indeed, many agents reduced brain damage (in most cases measured as decreased infarct volume) in rodent models of experimental stroke. Out of these candidates approximately 50 neuroprotective agents were tested in more than 100 clinical stroke trials, but none has improved outcome in clinical stroke patients.”

Experts in the field admit, “animal models of stroke mimic at best less than 25 percent of all strokes.”

In a 2017 review, Clemens Sommer, M.D., of the University Medical Center at Johannes Gutenberg University Mainz, details the following aspects of animal experimentation that limit the translatability of animal-based stroke research to the clinical setting:

- Most animals studied in stroke research have lissencephalic, or smooth, brains, unlike the gyrencephalic brains of humans.
- The expression of certain signaling molecules differs between rodents and humans in three types of brain cells—neurons, astrocytes, and microglia—both at baseline and in response to oxygen deprivation.
- In humans, ischemic damage to the white matter of the brain is important in the prognosis of stroke, but white matter content in humans is much higher than in other animals, meaning that a major factor in stroke outcomes for humans cannot be accurately compared in animal models.
- Blood vessels in the brain have a different anatomy in humans compared to other animals; even strains of rodents differ in their vascular framework potentially impacting the pathophysiology of the ischemic cascade.
- Ischemic stroke typically occurs in heterogeneous elderly patients with comorbid conditions, whereas animal stroke experiments are predominantly carried out in young, healthy, male, inbred animals.
- Immune system differences between humans and other species are drastic. Sommer describes this as follows:

> [T]he percentage of neutrophils in mice and rats is about 10–20% compared to 50–70% in humans, while the opposite situation is seen for lymphocytes, which comprise about 50–100% in rodents compared to 20–40% in humans, respectively. Moreover, there is only a minimal intersection of whole-genome mRNA and microRNA expression in leukocytes from rodents versus humans at both baseline and after stroke, raising the question whether rodents are acceptable models at all for the human immune system after stroke.
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Human-based models of stroke do not suffer from these species-inherent deficiencies. Scientists at Louisiana State University have written that a “key benefit of in vitro systems is the opportunity to work with human cells, as such Werth et al., utilized the brain slice method in human cortical slices to provide the first direct evidence of glutamate receptor involvement in ischemic injury in the human brain.” 49 Physicians and chemists at the University of Duisburg–Essen, in Germany, are cultivating six different human cell types to create mini-brains for use in stroke research and drug discovery. 50 At the Wake Forest Institute for Regenerative Medicine, a brain organoid of this type has already been created and was validated in stroke experiments after the model showed clinically accurate responses to known drugs. 51

Neurosurgeons and biomedical engineers at Stanford University and Johns Hopkins University teamed up to create a neurovascular unit on a microfluidic chip that they are using to assess the restorative potential of stem cell therapies for use in ischemic stroke recovery. 52 In the Netherlands, the company MIMETAS has also created a neurovascular unit–on-a-chip that can be used for basic stroke research and drug discovery and computational scientists at the University of Amsterdam have developed an in silico trial platform that can be used to assess treatment of acute ischemic stroke using clinical parameters of virtual patients. 54 Clinical researchers are now utilizing artificial intelligence to improve stroke prevention, detection, and care. 55, 56

**Substance Abuse Research**

Fundamental aspects of nonhuman animals make them inappropriate for the study of human addiction. First, the use of and addiction to drugs of abuse in humans is a vastly complex experience, one that has been impossible to mimic using animals in a laboratory setting. 57 It has been argued that attempts to model human disorders such as addiction in nonhuman animals, especially rodents, are “overambitious” and that the “‘validity’ of such models is often limited to superficial similarities, referred to as ‘face validity’ that reflect quite different underlying phenomena and biological processes from the clinical situation.” 58
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Second, the pharmacokinetic actions of drugs are different among species. For example, “the rate of metabolism of MDMA [street name: Ecstasy, E, or Molly] and its major metabolites is slower in humans than rats or monkeys, potentially allowing endogenous neuroprotective mechanisms to function in a species specific manner.”59 Pharmacokinetic differences between humans and “model” animals likely explain why the neurotoxicity seen in rodents after MDMA administration has not been observed in the clinical setting.60 Since MDMA is being explored not only because of its illegal use as a recreational drug but also for its potential use as a therapeutic, accurate knowledge regarding its safety in humans is paramount.

Third, serious flaws in experimental design of addiction experiments greatly skew interpretation of their results. In the human experience with drugs, the user chooses to consume the addictive substance. They choose it over other substances or activities that they may find rewarding. Animals in laboratories are typically not given this option. When they are, the vast majority of them will choose an alternative reward, such as sugar, over the drug of abuse.61 This holds true for primates as well as mice and rats.62 Even in animals with very heavy previous drug use, only about 10% would continue to give themselves a drug when they had the option to make another rewarding choice.63 In a review on the “validation crisis” in animal models of drug addiction, French neuroscientist and addiction researcher Serge Ahmed asserts that the lack of choice offered to animals in these experiments elicits “serious doubt” about “the interpretation of drug use in experimental animals.”64

The nonhuman animal has been called a “most reluctant collaborator” in studying alcohol addiction and has been noted to have a “determined sobriety” that the experimenter must fight against in order to overcome “their consistent failure to replicate the volitional consumption of ethanol to the point of physical dependency.”65 National Institute of Mental Health researchers reason that “it is difficult to argue that [drug self-administration by rodents] truly models compulsion, when the alternative to self-administration is solitude in a shoebox cage.”66

Despite the prevalence of addiction research conducted on animals, “drugs that effectively curb opioid or psychostimulant addiction by promoting abstinence and preventing relapse have yet to be developed” and “very little clinical development is currently ongoing.”67 The data from animal studies were promising in certain drug classes, but these have either failed to be effective in human trials or not been tolerated well by humans, a negative outcome that was not predicted by animal trials.68
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Non-invasive human research methods can provide us with answers to the questions that nonhuman animals, in their distaste for drugs of abuse, are fundamentally unable to answer. Rutgers University Robert Wood Johnson Medical School researchers recently authored a review article describing how the use of human induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSC) can provide a “unique opportunity to model neuropsychiatric disorders like [alcohol use disorders] in a manner that … maintains fidelity with complex human genetic contexts. Patient-specific neuronal cells derived from [induced pluripotent stem] cells can then be used for drug discovery and precision medicine.”

Human-relevant, non-animal research on alcohol use disorder is being carried out by scientists at the University of Connecticut, who recently used stem cells donated by alcoholic and non-alcoholic subjects to study the effects of alcohol on a specific receptor in the brain that is targeted by alcohol. Their results were at odds with some of the findings from animal experiments. At Rutgers, scientists used patient-derived cells to generate neural cell types specific to individuals in which they could study alcohol’s effects on various aspects of cell physiology. Their results demonstrated a role for neuronal inflammation in the pathophysiology of alcohol use disorder. Researchers at the National Institute on Drug Abuse are using three-dimensional neocortical organoids to study the effects of prenatal cocaine exposure on the developing human brain. Scientists at the Medical College of Wisconsin are using human iPSC-derived organoids to study the mechanisms of ethanol-induced gene dysregulation on the development of fetal alcohol spectrum disorders. Other investigators are using human iPSCs to study the effects of alcohol on the human liver.

In addition, the funds used to support ineffective and wasteful substance abuse studies in animals could instead be used to aid effective and directly human-relevant drug prevention, rehabilitation, and mental health programs.
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